In a recent letter [Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 164101 (2008)] and within the context of quantized chaotic billiards, random plane wave and semiclassical theoretical approaches were applied to an example of a relatively new class of statistical measures, i.e. measures involving both complete spatial integration and energy summation as essential ingredients. A quintessential example comes from the desire to understand the short-range approximation to the first order ground state contribution of the residual Coulomb interaction. Billiards, fully chaotic or otherwise, provide an ideal class of systems on which to focus as they have proven to be successful in modeling the single particle properties of a Landau-Fermi liquid in typical mesoscopic systems, i.e. closed or nearly closed quantum dots. It happens that both theoretical approaches give fully consistent results for measure averages, but that somewhat surprisingly for fully chaotic systems the semiclassical theory gives a much improved approximation for the fluctuations. Comparison of the theories highlights a couple of key shortcomings inherent in the random plane wave approach. This paper contains a complete account of the theoretical approaches, elucidates the two shortcomings of the oft-relied-upon random plane wave approach, and treats non-fully chaotic systems as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Finite and low-dimensional quantum systems often possess statistical properties whose deviations from universality contain some basic dynamical information about the system [1, 2, 3, 4] . A recurring challenge is to understand precisely what information is buried in those statistical deviations and how to extract it. Before that can be addressed, the universal behaviors themselves must be understood. At the heart of many such universalities generally lurks a connection to the Bohigas-Giannoni-Schmit (BGS) conjecture [5, 6] , which asserts that systems with underlying chaotic dynamics have the fluctuation properties found in random matrix theory [7] . If interest lies in quantities for which the position representation of the eigenfunctions is critical, a random plane wave model is often introduced that augments the BGS conjecture [8, 9] . The primary goal of extracting system specific information can then proceed, but generally requires a more powerful theory.
The preponderance of statistical measures heretofore introduced for analysis are local in energy, configuration space, or both. Examples are given by the Dyson-Mehta cluster functions [7] , and the amplitude distribution and short-range two-point correlation function c(|r − r ′ |) = ψ(r)ψ(r ′ ) of a given eigenfunction, ψ(r). On the other hand, there has been a rather recent introduction of new, non-local statistical measures [10, 11, 12] . They have been motivated by the need to understand the interplay between interferences and interactions in mesoscopic systems. For example, one place where this interplay is known to have an important role is the addition spectra of quantum dots; other examples are coming from cold fermionic gasses. Focussing on just one motivation, the addition spectrum is experimentally accessible through the position of the conductance peaks in Coulomb
Blockade transport measurements [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . Fluctuations of peak spacings are associated with interference effects, and experimentally are clearly incompatible with a noninteracting description of the conduction electrons in the dots. Indeed, a non-interacting description predicts a strong bimodality of the peak spacing distribution -associated with an odd-even character of the number of (spin-1/2) electrons -and this is not observed.
Assuming further that the dot possesses a chaotic dynamics, the distribution for odd-N spacings should show a characteristic Wigner surmise shape, whereas a density similar to a
Gaussian with extended tails is observed.
At first, it was argued that a non-Fermi liquid description of the interacting electrons might be necessary to interpret the experimental data. However, the picture which has now emerged [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] is that although an understanding of both peak spacings and ground state spin distributions is still incomplete, it is reasonable to expect that most phenomena will eventually be explained within a Fermi liquid framework. More specifically, the electrons can be thought of as quasi-particles confined by a potential U conf (r), which could in practice be computed within a self-consistent Thomas-Fermi-like approximation [23] . They also interact weakly through a screened Coulomb interaction V sc (r, r ′ ). For dots significantly larger than the screening length, confinement does not modify appreciably the screening process, and the bulk expression for V sc (r − r ′ ) is appropriate. Furthermore, for the experimentally relevant gas parameter r s being of order one, the screening length is not much different from the Fermi wavelength λ F . Under these circumstances, the problem is well described by the short range approximation
with ν the mean local density of states (including the spin degeneracy) (ν = m/π 2 for d = 2) and F a 0 the dimensionless Fermi liquid parameter [24] (for d = 2 and r s of order one, F a 0 is in the range 0.6-0.8). Boundaries could potentially modify this picture somewhat, but it is expected that a slightly modified F a 0 would be sufficient to capture the effects; since this is not the focus of our study, we leave it for future consideration.
In this approximation, the first order contribution of the residual interactions to the ground state energy can be expressed in the simple form
with n σ the unperturbed ground state density of particles with spin σ. This expression was the starting point for a study demonstrating the increased importance of δE RI if the dynamics are not fully chaotic [10] .
Because n σ (r) can be expressed as a sum over the absolute square of single particle eigenfunctions which are occupied, the mesoscopic fluctuations of the residual energy term δE RI of Eq. (2), or of similar quantities, are related to the fluctuations of the one-particle eigenstates of the unperturbed system. However, in contrast to the correlation function c(|r − r ′ |), Eq. (2) involves both an integration over space and summation over energy, and therefore in this way, it is probing new aspects of the fluctuation properties of the eigenstates.
The goal of this paper is to follow up on our recent work [25] on the average and fluctuating parts of the quantity in Eq. (2) in several ways. To begin with a complete account is given of two theoretical approaches using random plane waves and semiclassical theory. As already shown, for fully chaotic quantized billiards the two methods give identical leading functional dependence on wave vector and system size for average and fluctuation properties.
In addition, the significant differences between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, can be understood. On the other hand, in the statistical limit of uniformity, the fluctuation properties differ in two ways in the prefactor. The semiclassical treatment in the spirit of the Gutzwiller trace formula [26, 27] contains a discussion and summary.
II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
To begin, it is worth motivating the introduction of a non-local statistical measure in a little more detail. For example, consider two-degree-of-freedom chaotic quantized billiard systems with one body eigenstates ψ i (r) and energies E i . In the absence of interactions, the many-body eigenstates are Slater determinants characterized by spin-dependent occupation numbers f i,σ = 0 or 1. Within the short range approximation, Eq. (1), the contribution of the residual interactions to the ground state can be written in first order perturbation theory as
where ∆ is the mean single particle level spacing in the neighborhood of the Fermi surface.
M ij is given by
where A is the area of the billiard. With this definition, the {M ij } are dimensionless quantities with a mean value expected to be roughly equal to unity for i = j, and to three for i = j. These expectations would apply to uncorrelated Gaussian random amplitudes assuming time reversal invariance holds; ahead more precise results are derived.
Of main interest is how the value of δE RI changes when a particle is promoted from one orbital to another (as opposed to the variations of the residual energy as particles are added into the system). Consider that the ground state of the non-interacting N-particle system is such that the levels below the Fermi energy are doubly occupied except for the last level i F , which may be singly or doubly occupied depending on the parity of N. Promoting a particle from the orbital i F to i F + 1 has a one-particle energy cost (E i F +1 − E i F ). If however this is compensated by the corresponding difference in residual energy, the ground state occupation numbers f i,(±) will be modified by the interactions, yielding in some circumstances non trivial, i.e. different from 0 or 1/2, ground state spins. Imagining {f i,(+) M ij f j,(−) } in the form of a (square or nearly square) symmetric matrix, shifting an occupancy from one level to another subtracts the column or row being vacated and adds a column or row to the newly occupied orbital (row or column depends on the spins of the removed and added particles). Apart from a couple individual M ij 's near the diagonal, the difference in the residual interaction can therefore be expressed in terms of the difference of two sums of the form
As the {M ij } are positive definite, S i has a locally defined, increasing-with-index, positive mean. However, because one column or row is added and another subtracted, their means largely cancel, and thus the mean S i behavior cannot be involved in altering the ground state occupancies of the single particle levels defined by U conf (r 
S i can be expressed as
with the understanding that E i < E + i < E i+1 (and assuming for simplicity that there are no degeneracies). One of the two required ingredients is the behavior of N(r; E). As it results from a summation over the absolute square of eigenstates up to a certain energy, it is dominated by a secular behavior; see Fig. 13 in Ref. [28] for example. The secular component N sec (r; E) emerges from an energy smoothing which, although local, is also necessarily broader than the Thouless energy [29] ; ahead the notation · is introduced to denote this averaging. This energy smoothing implies that only dynamics on a time scale shorter than the shortest periodic orbit is relevant, and thus this decomposition is independent of whether the system dynamics is regular, fully chaotic or has some other character. N sec (r; E) has been shown to be given by an excellent semiclassical (asymptotic) approximation [28, 30] 
where the coordinate x is defined locally as the perpendicular distance from the boundary, k is the magnitude of the wave vector at energy E, and the + sign is for Neumann boundary conditions and the − sign for Dirichlet. Here N W (E) refers to just the leading term of the Weyl formula, N W (E) = mA 2π 2 E. The validity is governed by kL ≫ 1, where L is a length scale, specified ahead in the paper, but which necessarily must be shorter than the width of the system. Away from the boundary, the secular behavior approaches an overall constant.
However, the existence of boundary conditions and a minimum wavelength scale combine to create persistent oscillations (Friedel oscillations), which are maximal near the boundary and which fade away toward the interior of the billiard. The negative sign of the Bessel function for Dirichlet boundary conditions respects the vanishing of eigenfunctions at the boundary as it must. Note that just as the critical portion of the density of states can be expressed as a series with volume, boundary, curvature, and oscillatory components, the same is true of N(r; E). The above expression does not include the curvature components and must therefore be missing at least part of the O ([kL] −2 ) corrections.
As noted N sec (r; E) is a smooth function of the parameter E, but S i actually involves N sec (r; E + i ), which changes abruptly at the points where the energy surpasses each eigenvalue (i.e. is a function of i). The former quantity does not have a monotonous dependence in the number of particles i since E i contains the Gutzwiller corrections from periodic orbit theory [26, 27] that determine the precise positions of the levels. We therefore consider instead the slightly modified and properly normalized decomposition
where the L is the billiard perimeter and not to be confused with length scale L mentioned above. This decomposition has the further advantage that the fluctuations δN(r; E + i ) not contained in the secular behavior average to zero when integrated over space. In this way, density of states oscillations, which are not of interest here, do not get intertwined with the fluctuations that are the focus of this study. To the order of corrections incorporated in Eq. (9), k i can equally be defined as √ 2mE i / or as the mean value obtained from the Weyl series.
The other main necessary ingredient is the behavior of |Ψ i (r)| 2 which leads to the two principal approaches contained in this paper. One approach is to rely upon a statistical model which uses an ensemble of random plane waves to mimic the properties of chaotic eigenstates [8, 9, 31] and the other is to use a semiclassical theory building on the work of Bogomolny [32] . We begin with the random plane wave modeling as it is technically simpler.
III. RANDOM PLANE WAVE MODELING
The random plane wave model [8, 9, 31] has been introduced in which the eigenstates are represented, in the absence of any symmetry by a random superposition of plane waves l a l exp(ik l ·r) with wave-vectors of fixed modulus |k l | = k F distributed isotropically. Time reversal invariance may be introduced as a correlation between time reversed plane waves such that the eigenfunctions are real. Similarly, the presence of a planar boundary imposes a constraint between the coefficients of plane waves related by a sign change of the normal component of the wave-vector k l . Near a boundary, and using a system of coordinates r =x +ŷ withx andŷ the vectors respectively perpendicular and parallel to the boundary (of norm x and norm y), eigenfunctions are therefore locally mimicked statistically by a superposition,
where cs(·) def = sin(·) for Dirichlet and cos(·) for Neumann boundary conditions [33] . The phase angle ϕ l , the real amplitude a l , and the orientation of the wave vector k l , are all chosen randomly. The amplitudes a l are zero-centered independent Gaussian random variables with
To complete the model, it is necessary to determine the variance σ 2 which is fixed by the normalization of the wavefunctions. Here this constraint is imposed only on average, rather than for each individual state. A priori, proceeding in this way might be expected to miss weak correlations between the eigenfunctions. The question is whether one should expect them to be insignificant. In principle, the answer is yes, but only if local properties of the eigenfunctions are being considered and the effective dimensionality is large as it would be for k F L ≫ 1, where k F is the Fermi wave vector. This issue is further discussed in the semiclassical theory of Sect. IV ahead.
Using the random plane wave representation Eq. (10) we have
whose expectation value is given by
where we follow the convention that the upper sign refers to Neumann and the lower sign
to Dirichlet boundary conditions respectively. The ensemble transformation
2π 0 dθ l has been employed to simplify the calculation. Above, the norms of the wave vectors, equal to k i , are assumed at or near enough the Fermi surface, that they can be denoted by k F . Integrating over the area of the billiard to fix the normalization gives
which fixes the variance σ 2 to next to leading order in k F L.
A. Average Properties
The first step in calculating the average behavior of S i is to isolate its secular and fluctuating behavior. The model above implies
and that is consistent with N sec (r; E + i ), i.e. the Friedel oscillation contributions to N(r; E + i ). This form applies more generally than the random plane wave model. Just as N sec (r; E + i ) is independent of system dynamics, so also is this result for the same reasons. For example, it would emerge for integrable systems as well assuming the averaging is over energy intervals greater than the Thouless energy. Finally, note that from the correction to unity of the leading constant in this expression, one sees that if the boundary conditions are Dirichlet, the local mean behavior of |ψ i (r)| 2 well into the interior is slightly elevated above 1/A to compensate for the reduced density near the boundary, and just the opposite for Neumann boundary conditions.
Under spatial integration, ǫ i (r) as well as both halves of the second expression above each separately vanish whereas only the second half of the expression is affected by taking the expectation value and in that case it vanishes. Ahead, this decomposition simplifies the discussion of the fluctuations.
Returning to the calculation of S i , substituting the relations from Eqs. (9, 15) , integrating the constant terms, and dropping second order terms gives
and therefore
where we choose k F = √ 2mE i / . Note the first correction is independent of whether the boundary conditions are Neumann or Dirichlet (see Appendix A for the calculation of second order terms not related to curvature and discontinuities in the boundary). We stress furthermore that Eq. (17) is applicable independently of the nature of the dynamics, and in particular apply equally well to integrable and chaotic systems. A simple semiclassical proof of this will be given in section IV.
The well known chaotic cardioid [34, 35, 36] and stadium billiards [37, 38, 39] the differences, S i − S i , versus the state index for both billiards. As often happens with semiclassical approximations, even though the result is asymptotic, it is valid right down to either ground state. Note that the second order corrections have not been included in the secular behavior equations, Eqs. (9, 14) , and so it is seen that the cardioid results are not centered on zero, but on a constant somewhere nearby. The same is also true for the stadium, except that the mean constant was subtracted in order to compare with the solid line predictions from Sect. V B ahead.
B. Fluctuations
Consider now the fluctuations of S i . The quantity that actually sets the scale for the fluctuations in the residual interaction energy is, as discussed in the introduction, approximately the variance, Var[S i −S j ]. It is understood that (i, j) do not differ by more than some small integer. More specifically, the interest is in computing this quantity to the leading order in the semiclassical parameter (k F L).
Using Eq. (7) along with the decomposition into a secular and fluctuating part of N(r, E + i ) given by Eq. (9), results in S i being written as the sum of two independent terms. The second one, A dr |Ψ i (r)| 2 δN(r; E + i ), has been considered in [19, 21] within the random plane wave approximation. It has a variance scaling as log(k F L)/(k F L), which is of lower order than the leading behavior of Var[S i ] calculated ahead. Although, the second term is potentially of physical interest (see Sect. VI), the focus here is on developing the theory that gets the leading term analytically. Applying Eq. (15) and dropping all the lower corrections gives for the covariance between S i and S j
As before, x and y are the coordinates perpendicular and parallel to the boundary. Not surprisingly, since eigenstate-to-eigenstate correlations are not included in random plane wave modeling,
and thus, Var
Performing a little more algebra gives
where Eq. (10) is applied to evaluate the right hand side of this equation. Each resulting term has a product of four Gaussian random coefficients. The fluctuations are thus given by pair-wise correlating coefficients such that
where (l, l ′ ) are linked to the first coordinate, r 1 , and (m, m ′ ) are linked to the second coordinate, r 2 . The first term, which correlates the wavefunctions taken at the same position just reproduces the mean |ψ i (r 1 )| 2 |ψ i (r 2 )| 2 and cancels from Eq. (20) . The two remaining terms give the same contribution, which can be understood as a consequence of time reversal invariance. Only one of those terms would be non-zero for a time reversal non-invariant system, and the result for the variance of S i would just be divided by two in that case.
Therefore, together with averaging over (ϕ l , ϕ 2 ), the variance is
Reflection of either of the vectors (k l , k m ) leaves the integrand unchanged. Thus,
and can be replaced in the integrand. The summations can be replaced by angular integration again as was done in Eq. (12) .
For the purpose of understanding the asymptotic limit, one is tempted to extend the limits of integration in these integrals. However, that generates divergences associated with large δy = y 1 − y 2 and small sin(θ l − θ m ) (where θ l,m is the angle between the vector k l,m and the directionx). This indicates that over large distances the random plane wave model as given by Eq. (10) cannot be applied. One way to think of this is to imagine a true eigenstate of some chaotic billiard. Locally, one could project onto the form of Eq. (10) and approximately solve for a set of coefficients {a l } and plane wave orientations. However, the solution set {a l } would be dependent on the location along the boundary where the projection was performed due to the rotating orientation of the local coordinate system. Even if the Gaussian random modeling were perfectly fine from state-to-state, as r 2 got further from r 1 , the two crossterms in Eq. (21) that generate the variance would progressively decay on a length scale
given by the typical dimension L of the system. This is related to the behavior observed for the spatial autocorrelation function; see Fig. 2 of [40] . (Note that the first term, which reproduces the square of the mean would on the other hand not decay.) Ahead, it is seen that the results depend only logarithmically on this parameter for the Neumann boundary conditions and not at all for Dirichlet, so that it is not necessary to describe very precisely this decay as long as the proper length scale is introduced.
A Gaussian form exp(−δy 2 /2L 2 ) is convenient and gives
Including the Gaussian cutoff, and noting that the dominant contributions come from regions in which sin δθ is small (with δθ = θ l − θ m ), it is possible to approximate sin θ l − sin θ m ≃ cos(θ)δθ withθ = (θ l + θ m )/2. The integrand I(θ, δθ) becomes
where the sign − and + correspond to Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions respectively. Performing the integration over the variables δθ andθ yields
where we have introduced the function
and the average is defined in terms of the variable sin(θ) so that
Note caution must be exercised in evaluating the Neumann case. There the angleθ cannot be allowed to decrease to less than the inverse of k F L where the cutoff expression becomes invalid. In the absence of other considerations, a very reasonable choice for L is just half the average length between two reflections; see Appendix B. For a 2D concave billiard, this
gives exactly L = πA/(2L), and this value has been substituted into the Neumann form.
Finally, consider the difference between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions.
Equations ( This makes sense since the main source of S i fluctuations originates from the wavefunction fluctuations' probability density section. For the stadium, both Neumann boundary conditions and bouncing ball modes must be considered. This involves additional complications treated in Sect. V B ahead.
IV. SEMICLASSICAL APPROACH
It is important to develop a semiclassical approach. It gives a more powerful theory and sheds some light on the difficulties that the random plane wave model is having in providing a quantitative description of the S i fluctuations. The most immediate conceptual difficulty in getting started is that a treatment of the S i implies, through Eqs. (15, 16) , addressing the fluctuations of individual wavefunctions, whereas semiclassical approximations valid for chaotic systems -such as the ones based on the semiclassical Green functions -converge only for quantities smoothed on an energy range containing a significant number of levels.
Here, however, this difficulty can be overcome.
For this purpose, let us, following Bogomolny [32] , introduce a local energy averaging that is generally much narrower than the Thouless energy
The notation ∆N
) represents the number of levels in the energy
]. With this notation, the variance is The remaining task is to evaluate semiclassically the locally smoothed quantity S ∆N .
For this purpose, two ingredients are needed, the wavefunction probabilities |Ψ i (r)| 2 and the density of particles N(r, E). For the eigenfunctions, a semiclassical orbit summation was given by Bogomolny [32] . It is based on the semiclassical approximation of the retarded Green's function (given here for two dimensional systems)
where the sum runs over all closed (i.e. not necessarily periodic) orbits, with S µ the classical action of the µ th orbit, m 12,µ ≡ ∂r ′ ⊥ /∂p ⊥ the stability matrix element, and η µ the appropriate geometric index (primed and unprimed variables correspond respectively to the initial and final coordinates). G R (r, r, E) is related to the local density of states, and thus to the eigenfunction probability density via
Introducing the density of states ρ(E) ≡ j δ(E − E j ), we obtain
where on the r.h.s. the overline notation has the same meaning as previously introduced except that the division is by ∆E instead of ∆N.
In the semiclassical evaluation of ν(r, E), it is typical to distinguish between the "zerolength" orbit contribution ν W (r) = m/2π 2 and the contribution of the remaining orbits, whose lengths remain finite as r → r ′ . Here however, interest is in the fluctuations of the eigenfunctions, and thus of ν(r, E), near the boundary of the billiard. The orbit responsible for the Friedel oscillations, namely the one returning to its initial location immediately after bouncing off the boundary will therefore be extremely short, implying that: i) the corresponding contribution will not be sensitive to local energy averaging ; and ii) if r is at a distance x from the boundary shorter than, or of the order of, the Fermi wavelength, the semiclassical approximation Eq. (31) cannot be applied. On the other hand, assuming x much smaller than the curvature of the boundary, this contribution can be approximated by the exact result valid (in two dimension) for a straight boundary
This gives
valid near the billiard boundary. The tilde onG osc indicates that the short orbits giving rise to Friedel oscillations have been excluded from the semiclassical sum Eq. (31) .
Similarly, the density of states is split into a smooth component and an oscillatory one.
Once the local energy averaging is performed over a range much larger than the mean level spacing, the oscillatory components are small compared with the smooth term. Thus, the density of states can be expanded in the denominator. Addressing still two-dimensional billiard systems for which ρ W (E) = Aν W gives
This equation could be thought of as a slight generalization of the result given by Bogomolny [32] , with the only difference that the Bessel function J 0 (2k F x) has been introduced to account for the Friedel oscillations (which turn out to be important here); see Appendix C for an improved normalization of this equation.
For ∆E large on the scale of the mean level spacing, but small on the classical scale, the energy smoothing can be performed for each orbit contribution noting that ∂S µ /∂E = τ µ , with τ µ the time of travel of the orbit, giving
with [sinc(x) def = sin(x)/x]. Energy smoothing therefore implies that orbits with periods greater than /∆E are cut off in the semiclassical sums Eqs. (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) .
As a direct (and expected) consequence, if the smoothing takes place on a energy range larger than the Thouless energy, no orbit can contribute toG osc (r, r, E) ∆E or ρ osc (E) ∆E , and the average wavefunction probability reduces to i.e. it applies equally well for integrable, mixed or chaotic systems.
A. Chaotic quantized billiards
Up to this point, the nature of the dynamics has played no role in the semiclassical approach. However, beginning here, the approach is specialized to chaotic systems. The oscillating component (a sum over periodic orbits [27] ) of the density of states is given by
where τ γ is the period of the periodic orbit, M γ the monodromy matrix and η γ the appropriate geometric index.
For a two-degree-of-freedom billiard,
Note that the µ-orbit sum here includes all returning orbits, not just those in the neighborhood of a complete periodic orbit.
One might also be tempted to use the same expressions integrated over energy to deduce a similar expression for N(r; E + i ). However, the energy integral generates a factor ∼ /τ i E for the oscillating contribution of an orbit of period τ i , and therefore the oscillating terms obtained in this way would be of lower order in than those generated by |Ψ i (r)| 2 . In leading order, it is therefore only necessary to keep the terms of N(r; E 
(α = 1, 2). Here, two remarks are in order. First, because only the very short orbit contribution (i.e the term proportional to J 1 (2k F x)/(k F x)) is kept for N(r, E), it is not sensitive to the local energy average and can be taken out of the bracket. Secondly, note that the main contribution to the integral over space in the r.h.s. of Eq. (40) is restricted to the vicinity of the boundary. As before we can unambiguously use a system of coordinates r = (x, y) with x perpendicular and y parallel to the boundary. To compute S Denoting S l 0 (0, y) the action of the nearly periodic orbit to which all of these orbits converge as x → 0, leads to S l (x, y) = S l 0 (0, y) + δS l (x, y), where δS l ≃ (p ′ x − p x )x, which vanishes for the two periodic orbits and gives ±2|p|x cos θ l , with θ l the angle of incidence of the periodic orbit on the boundary, for the two non-periodic ones. Noting that exp(i2kx cos θ l ) + exp(−i2kx cos θ l ) ± 2 = 4cs 2 (kx cos θ l ) 2 gives
where the sum runs over all the fixed points of the boundary Poincaré section. As in the previous section
. Furthermore, the integral in the parallel direction can be performed in a very similar way as in the derivation of the Gutzwiller trace formula. Using the fact that near the periodic point (0, y l ) and |ẋ l | = |ẋ the period τ γ of the periodic orbit has to be replaced by the average time of flight τ γ /n γ = ℓ γ /v F n γ (ℓ γ and n γ are respectively the total length and total number of bounces of the peridic orbit γ) between two successive bounces on the boundary. Using
where n l def = n γ(l) is the number of bounces of the periodic orbit to which l belongs, and a similar notation is implied for the other parameters. This actually depends only on the periodic orbit γ and not on the specific periodic point l on γ. The (2/π) factor can be traced back to the J 0 (2k F x) term, and therefore eventually to the Friedel oscillations of the local density of states.
The two terms can be combined to give
This form is suitable for performing the calculation of the variance. However, as rederived briefly in Appendix B, note that the mean length per bounce in a billiard is
Also, the density of fixed points is uniform for long orbits in the measure d sin θ. Averaging with that measure while replacing Lℓ l /2An l by its mean value π/2 gives
Thus, the constant
can be understood as arising from S To compute the variance, it is necessary to square Eq. (45) and average the resulting expression over a large energy range. For two periodic orbits γ and γ ′ ,
equals one half if γ and γ ′ are either the same orbit or time reversal symmetric, but zero otherwise, which makes cross-terms from different periodic orbits vanish. Note however that it does not eliminate cross-terms of the various fixed points for a given orbit since these contributions oscillate with the same frequency.
For long orbits, which are going to dominate this sum, it is possible to identify ℓ γ /n γ with d = πA/L, the mean length per bounce in the billiard, and assume that the angles θ l are uncorrelated and uniformly distributed with the measure d sin θ. It turns out for the last sum in Eq. (48) l,l ′ fixed point of γ
where Eq. (47) has been used to cancel the cross terms between different fixed points. Making use of the Hannay-Ozorio de Almeida sum rule [41] in the form fixed points l with n bounces
(where the sum runs over all fixed points belonging to a periodic orbit with n bounces), identifying the period τ of the orbit with nd/v F (v F = k F /m is the Fermi velocity), replacing the sum over the number of bounces by an integral, and making use of Eq. (46) gives
As expected, the variance of S ∆N is inversely proportional to ∆N = ρ W (E)∆E. Applying
Eq. (30), the absence of a term constant with ∆N confirms that, as assumed in the random plane wave approach, there are at this level of approximation no correlations amongst the S i . Thus, the variance of the S i are given by which is denoted by a subscript in the remaining figures, but this has no effect on the overall discussion of the physics involved. In addition, the prediction of Eq. (45) for the shortest periodic orbits and their retracings is shown. The predicted amplitudes for the {S i } are reasonably close, although perhaps slightly too large by 30-50%. Otherwise, the agreement with Eq. (45) is excellent. The excess in the prediction for short orbits is curious because if the predicted amplitudes for all of the orbits were too large, it should be found that the prediction of the variance is slightly too large instead of a bit too small (say factor of two) as in this case. We have checked that in fact, the predictions for long orbits, which dominate the calculation of the variance of the {S i }, are indeed a bit too small, the opposite of the short orbits. Why it has turned out this way for this particular example remains for future The agreement is quite good.
consideration.
As a last remark, note that the tendency for long orbits to explore uniformly the phase space implies both that sin θ l is distributed uniformly and that the mean length between bounces ℓ γ /n γ for a given orbit γ can be identified withd, the full system average distance between bounce. This is what made it possible to apply Eq. (47) 
C. The basic distinctions in the two theoretical approaches
Interestingly enough, the expressions in Eq. (53) are exactly the same results as the random plane wave approach Eqs. (27) (28) , except for two differences. First, the mean square λ 2 (θ) θ has been replaced by the variance of λ(θ), giving now a much better agreement with the billiard results (see Fig.3 ). Second there is a factor two difference in the prefactor.
Proper normalization
The replacement of the mean square by the variance can be related to the lack of proper [42, 43] should, however, properly address this issue.
Dynamical correlations
The factor two difference in the prefactor (or conversely, the fact that except for this factor two and the normalization effect, the random plane wave and the semiclassical expressions Having this local smoothing in mind, and ignoring for the moment the fluctuations of the density of states (i.e. assuming there is exactly one state in each interval δ) gives
Close to some reference point r and not considering yet the proximity of a boundary, this
gives for the oscillating part of the wavefunction probability
Above, the sum runs over all closed trajectories µ starting and ending on the reference point r, with initial and final momenta p i µ and p f µ , time of travel τ µ , and
In the semiclassical calculations of section IV, it is taken into account that as the integration over space is performed, closed trajectories are continuously deformed, and in particular the initial and final momenta p iii) although the A µ are not Gaussian distributed, the fact that the number of trajectories is extremely large for long orbit makes it possible to use a central limit theorem, implying that only the variance of these quantities are relevant (and that one can as well consider them as Gaussian).
iv) the variance of the A µ is constrained by the sum rule valid for closed orbits (a slightly different rule than the Hannay-Ozorio de Almeida sum rule used for periodic orbits) [44] ,
where for long orbits in billiards, the probalitity of return P cl (r, r, τ ) can be taken uniform and equal to 1/A. Properly carrying out the smoothing on the range ∆ produce the damping factor sinc τµ∆ 2 of Eq. (36), so that 
If the reference point r is taken on the boundary, and measuring the distance x from the boundary, this amounts to taking A µ equal for these trajectories, giving
which, using the sum rule Eq. (59) and inserting the resulting wavefunction correlations in Eq. (18) gives exactly Eq. (22) wave at the boundary is treated in the same way in both the semicalssical and the random approaches, giving rise to the same λ(θ) dependence. On the other hand the prefactor is related, in the semiclassical approach, to the way classical orbit with nearly matching initial and final momenta are structured around periodic orbit. This aspect is completely ignored in the random models, and we therefore cannot expect them to give exactly the correct prefactor.
V. NON-CHAOTIC SYSTEMS
Included in the class of non-chaotic dynamical systems are three main subclasses: i) the limiting case of integrable systems, all of whose dynamics are regular; ii) near-integrable systems, characterized by having classical perturbation theory generally work well in describing its dynamics; and iii) mixed systems, which contain an intricate mixture of both regular and chaotic dynamical regions in their phase spaces. Generally speaking, semiclassical theories and what is known vary according to each subclass. For example, trace formulae exist for integrable [45, 46] and near-integrable systems [47, 48] , but not for mixed systems. In fact, a proper treatment of semiclassical theory for mixed systems is lacking. However, for the purpose here of investigating the properties of the set of {S i }, only the simplest level of semiclassical theory is considered. In other words, in regular dynamical regions (whether from integrable, near-integrable, or mixed systems), structures called tori are assumed to exist, which are invariant manifolds under classical motion, and possible complications from resonances, diffraction, or tunneling are ignored. In chaotic regions, only the complication of a family of marginally stable orbits is considered beyond that which was already treated in the previous section.
Unlike chaotic dynamical regions in phase space, for regular regions there are two possible overarching semiclassical approaches. In the first, particular tori quantize allowing the detailed evaluation of S i for each eigenstate. This is based on the Einstein-Brillouin-Keller (EBK) scheme [49, 50, 51] . In the second, a periodic orbit trace formula results from applying a Green function approach, much like the chaotic case. However, this Green function approach is not given here since the information about each individual S i , the mean, and variance are already understandable through the EBK approach.
A. Einstein-Brillouin-Keller quantization
General expression for S i
Continuing with two dimensional billiards, each torus is characterized by two action variables (J 1 , J 2 ), and it is always possible to choose the corresponding angles (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) such that the intersections of the torus with the boundary of the billiard are parameterized as
. . , κ max , with κ max the number of bounces on the boundary for the considered torus.
An eigenstate Ψ i is constructed on a quantizing torus
where (σ 1 , σ 2 ) are the Maslov indices and can be expressed as
The sum runs over the various sheets of the torus projecting onto the point r = (x, y) and S ℓ (x, y) is the corresponding action (including the Maslov phases).
Consider in greater detail, the neighborhood of the ϕ 1 = f κ (ϕ 2 ) boundary. To further simplify the discussion, assume that the torus has only two sheets (corresponding to negative and positive ϕ 1 −f κ (ϕ 2 )) projecting on any given point (x, y) near this boundary. The results derived under this hypothesis apply in the general case, as is justified below. Adding the two ϕ 1 < f κ (ϕ 2 ) and ϕ 1 > f κ (ϕ 2 ) contributions, and expanding the action from the boundary as S(x, y) = S(x = 0, y) + p x x, generates Ψ(x, y) = 1 2π
assuming that the local variation of the Jacobian determinant in the direction perpendicular to the boundary can be neglected. Inserting this expression into Eq. (16) we obtain
If the torus has more than two sheets projecting onto the neighborhood of the boundary (in which case Eq. (62) involves a sum), the rapidly oscillating phases, {exp(iS(x = 0, y)/ )}, eliminate cross terms upon integration over y, and thus the calculation ofS i would involve just a single sum.
Changing the integration variables to (ϕ 0 2 , τ ), with τ measuring the time from the bounce on the boundary of the billiard and ϕ 0 2 the angle ϕ 2 at that bounce, we can further simplify Eq. (64). Indeed
with ω i = ∂H/∂ϕ i (i=1,2) the angular frequencies, and therefore the Jacobian can be
2 ))τ , the integral on the variable τ can be performed explicitly, giving
Circular billiard
Beyond the orders of magnitude, the explicit evaluation of the variance of the set {S i } for integrable systems is very much system dependent as it is usually not possible to make general assumptions about the correlations between the various quantities involved
2 )). We therefore consider now a specific system, namely the circular billiard.
The computation of the expression Eq. (67) for this billiard is made somewhat simpler because the angle θ at which trajectories bounce off the boundary is a constant for a given torus, and thus a function of the actions (J 1 , J 2 ) only. Furthermore, for a given invariant torus, we can construct the paths on which the action variables (J 1 , J 2 ) are constructed as the cut of the torus in the radial direction (for J 1 ), and the caustic (or any topologically equivalent path) for J 2 . In this way, the angle ϕ 2 can be identified with the angle of the polar coordinates, and the boundary of the billiard can be taken as ϕ 1 = 0 (i.e. f κ=κmax=1 ≡ 0). Furthermore the angular frequency ω 1 (J 1 , J 2 ) can be identified with 2π/t(J 1 , J 2 ), with t(J 1 , J 2 ) the time between two successive bounces for trajectories of the corresponding torus.
The expression Eq. (67) thus takes the simple form
Quantizing tori sample uniformly the plane (J 1 , J 2 ), and therefore statistical quantities such as average and variance should be computed with the measure dJ 1 dJ 2 . However, using that the change of variable (
is canonical, implying dJ 1 dJ 2 dϕ 1 dϕ 2 = dEdp ξ dτ dξ, and that for the circular billiard θ and E depend only on the action (J 1 , J 2 ), and τ and ξ on the angles (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ), one can write, in the neighborhood of the Fermi energy
and thus use the probability measure
with T (θ) given by Eq. (B6) arising from the normalization (given for allowed values of sin θ in the range 0 ≤ sin θ ≤ 1).
One can in this way recover in the particular case of the circular billiard the general expression Eq. (17) of the mean value S i . Indeed
Similarly, the expression for the variance reduces to
As before, the constant for Dirichlet boundary conditions is quite small, and the divergence of the Neumann boundary conditions increases the order. In this case, the effect is greater than logarithmic. Using the same cutoff for the Neumann case as at the end of Sect. III B, and that i ≈ Ak
Thus the variance scales proportionally to i for Dirichlet boundary conditions and i 5/4 for Neumann boundary conditions.
B. Bouncing ball modes in the stadium billiard
Even for fully chaotic systems, it is possible to have a situation where some (with vanishing measure) of the trajectories behave more like those of integrable systems. An example is provided by the bouncing ball orbits of the stadium billiard [52] . Tanner [53] showed that for the purposes of a semiclassical theory of eigenstates, the phase space in the neighborhood of the bouncing ball orbits behaved much like an island of regular motion, and that families of orbits that cannot be taken as isolated contribute in essential ways. This greatly complicates the desire for a rigorous semiclassical theoretical approach. Though these states can be thought of as EBK-like states similar to those studied in Sect. V A, they do get connected through diffractive terms to the chaotic states, and thus some of them behave more like resonances rather than individual quantized states.
A complete semiclassical description is beyond the scope of this study. Indeed, as men- 
where the origin is the corner. m is a small integer, say 0, 1, 2, 3 or so, and most of the kinetic energy is in the other direction and so n is a large integer.
To write the equation for the S i , the coordinate system of the state must be rotated and translated to the boundary coordinate system used for the Friedel oscillations separately along the two symmetry lines and the side length. This gives three terms to evaluate for the bouncing ball contributions, 
where the fraction of bouncing ball modes is denoted f bb . The best known estimate of f bb for the stadium billiard to our knowledge comes from Tanner [53] , which implies that To conclude this subsection on the bouncing ball orbits, a few remarks are in order.
First, we stress that although the classical dynamics of the stadium billiard is, mathematically speaking, purely chaotic, as far as S i statistics are concerned the existence of the marginally stable bouncing ball family makes this system behave very much like an integrable billiard. In particular the scale of the fluctuations are order of magnitude larger than for the "genuine" chaotic billiard considered in sections III and IV. Second, because of the presence of two classes of states with drastically different properties, the covariance amongst the S i is, again in contrast with genuine chaotic systems, non zero. Furthermore, both the variance and the covariance show an energy dependent structure which complicates significantly the extraction of these quantities from the locally smoothed S i∆N as was done in section IV.
As a final remark, although the periodic orbit formula is not derived here, Fig. 7 is shown for completeness. As in Fig. 6 , the results are compared between the density of states and the {S i }. Again, the peaks are in the same positions, i.e. those determined by periodic orbits, but with differing amplitudes. The importance of the bouncing ball modes is quite visible.
VI. DISCUSSION
The mean and variance of the quantities {S i } treated in [25] and in greater detail in grow with the size of the system, becoming eventually larger than of order unity. This implies that the corresponding residual interaction contributions will in that case become larger than the mean level spacing ∆. In other words, since ∆ is the energy scale set by the one particle energies, the fluctuations in the residual interactions may become large enough that they generate a modification in the ground state orbital occupation number, and more generally reach a point where a first order perturbation treatment of the interactions is not adequate.
Returning to the two theoretical approaches included here -a random plane wave model for chaotic systems and semiclassical theory, whatever the dynamics -we have seen that the basic random plane wave model is intrinsically less powerful than semiclassical theory, but on the other hand, it is technically much simpler to implement. Surprisingly, given the excellent results it generates in other contexts, the random plane wave model here displays a couple of significant faults. The most simple to track down is the effect of having its normalization be across the ensemble as opposed to the individual eigenstates. For chaotic systems, this led directly to the replacement of the mean square of λ(θ) by its variance. Inclusion of the variance improved the theory considerably as the mean square largely overestimated the prefactor. In addition, the proper treatment of dynamical correlations in the semiclassical theory led to a factor two increase in the prefactor constant. Truth be told, for the cardioid billiard example, the results seem to agree better without the factor two (see Fig. 6 ), but a concerted search for an error in the semiclassical calculation never resulted in its removal. There are second order terms in the computation of the average properties of the S i coming from the boundary, which are given here. Although, the other second order terms from the curvature and boundary discontinuities are not being derived and hence this calculation is incomplete, the numerical calculations necessary to isolate the average behavior before calculating the variance or covariance are improved by including them. Therefore, an account is given here.
The decomposition of Eq. (9) 
Substituting the relations from Eqs. (9, 15) and integrating the constant terms gives
k F x ǫ i (r) ± AδN(r; E)ǫ i (r) .
The last term merits some discussion: its leading behavior is seen to be two orders weaker than the overall expression and is straightforward to evaluate because only its leading contribution is required. Under the operation of taking the expectation value, the only surviving term is δN(r; E)ǫ i (r) = A |ψ i (r)| 2 − |ψ i (r)| 
so that after integration over space, this is essentially equivalent to M ii − M ij . Indeed, the local Gaussian random behavior is uncorrelated from state-to-state in the random plane wave model so that the only surviving term comes from the i th state with itself, all others vanishing. Locally, before squaring and taking the expectation value, the expression on the r.h.s. of Eq. (A3) can be thought of as being like the square of a zero-mean, unitvariance Gaussian random variable with unity subtracted. However, it does have a variance, which is position-dependent and given by the right-hand-side of Eq. (14); i.e. the r.h.s. acts as an envelope. Inside of the billiard (excluding the semiclassically vanishing boundary region), its value is however constant and equal to the inverse of A to leading order. This generates a constant, equal to two, after integration. Therefore, the expectation value of S i is approximately
where we choose k F = √ 2mE i / . Interestingly enough, if a length L D of the boundary follows Dirichlet conditions and a length L N follows Neumann conditions, it is not correct just to make the substitution ±L → L N − L D . Rather, the above expression becomes
after redoing the algebra. The distinction arises because some of the correction terms depend on the sign of the boundary conditions, whereas other correction terms depend on the sign squared.
APPENDIX B: MEAN LENGTH OF A TRAJECTORY BETWEEN TWO SUC-CESSIVE BOUNCES
This appendix briefly rederives Eq. (46), which gives the mean length of a trajectory between two successive bounces off the boundary of a billiard. While this is a well-known result (see [56] and references therein), several equations used in the derivation are needed in the main text. The result can actually be obtained by computing in two different ways the energy surface volume of the billiard V (E) = dpdrδ(E − H(r, p)) ,
with H(p, r) = p 2 /2m + V (r), and V (r) = 0 inside the billiard and ∞ outside. The first way is to perform this integral with the original coordinates (r, p), giving V (E) = 2πmA.
The second way to perform this integral is to use another set of coordinates, constructed as follows. Any point (r, p) of the billiard's phase space, can be considered as belonging 
with Q = (ξ, τ ). The new momentum coordinates are thus given by
with p ξ the projection of the momentum p on the direction parallel to the boundary at ξ.
As Eq. (B3) is a canonical transformation, drdp = dQdP and the energy surface volume is V (E) = dξdp ξ dEdτ δ(E − H) .
Performing the straightforward integration over energy, and noting that for given (ξ, p ξ ) the integral over dτ yields the time of travel t(ξ, p ξ ) of the corresponding trajectory between ξ and the following bounce gives
with p = √ 2mE andt the mean time of travel between two successive bounces. Identifying this expression with the one obtained using the original coordinate system gives
and finally, using p/m = |ṙ|, one finds Eq. (46). 
Integration over the r.h.s gives precisely zero with each pair of terms from the beginning in order respectively canceling each other. Thus, the eigenstate normalization is unity from the leading constant term on the l.h.s.
